Hoofa The Boofa
BOOM, boom prrrrph …POP!
What’s that noise?
Its Hoofa the Boofa… the FARTIEST cow in the paddock!
Splot…BOOM…splatter…POP!
What’s that noise? It’s HOOFA
Rat-a-tat

BOOM!

What’s that noise? It’s BOOFA
BOOM… BOOM… Pop… Squeal!
What’s that noise? It’s, Hoofa the Boofa the
stinkiest cow in the whole PADDOCK!

BOO HOO boom BOO HOO …Bang!
What’s that noise?
It’s Hoofa the Boofa, C R Y I N G !
Why is Hoofa the Boofa crying?

Because…she has NO friends!
Why does Hoofa the Boofa have no friends?
Because …BOOM…Splatter…. rat-a-tat…BOOM…She… STINKS!
How can we HELP Hoofa the Boofa?
I know! Let’s all fart TOGETHER!
Hoofa the Boofa counted…

2 3 B I G cow’s bums
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Blasted... KABOOM!

Now Hoofa the Boofa is QUEEN of the whole

If you want to talk to someone about yourself or someone you know – talk to your teacher, doctor or friend or phone someone and
ask for help! (NZ Kidsline 0800 54 37 54)

…

FARM

Hey! Here are some cool things to know about Cows
•
•
•
•
•

Cows don’t bite grass! They curl their tongues around it and pull!
Cows fart HEAPS! Scientists talk a lot about cow farts & the damage it does to the Ozone.
If you kept a cow as a pet it would live for about 20-25 years!
Cows can walk up-stairs…but they can’t walk down them because their knees can’t bend much.
The most popular name for a pet cow is ‘Daisy’ and for a pet bull, it’s ‘Bully’!
If you go for a drive in the country, look out for these cows:

Jersey (Colour: Tan/Light Brown)

Angus (Colour: Black)

Friesian

(Sounds like: Free-Shun) – ‘Holstein Friesian’

Belted Galloway

If you want to talk to someone about yourself or someone you know – talk to your teacher, doctor or friend or phone someone and
ask for help! (NZ Kidsline 0800 54 37 54)

What is the OZONE layer?
It is a shield that protects our
planet which is called the EARTH,
from the more harmful rays from
the sun.
The Ozone layer is like the
Earths big UMBRELLA

Why do scientists worry about cow’s
farts damaging the ozone layer?
Pollution or gases from cars, factories
& cows can weaken the ozone layer.
We can all help protect our ozone by
making helpful decisions. An example
is riding your bike or walking instead
of using a car.

If you want to talk to someone about yourself or someone you know – talk to your teacher, doctor or friend or phone someone and
ask for help! (NZ Kidsline 0800 54 37 54)

